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L lntroduction

The differential rotation of the celest
to explain this phenomenon have hee

Saturn and in our Galaxv.

important.problem, taking into considar'rtljfl',f,.';::i\lt:f r;:#i;1i"rt?r lil:principal factor in this phenomenon.

2. Description of Model

rotation. Our model is very near to
early spectral classes and ihat of neutron stars, described bv Shklovskiv 16l.
whose superfluid matter, deprived of viscosity, is ot an etiipsoioaL iqiil,'n'lrium configuration.
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3. Methods and Results

l. We use Newton's condition of equilibrium:
P- Eo: Fo, [7]

in its generalized form

(l )
or

(2)

(see Fig. l)
where P is the weight of the polar column with length & (the polar semi-
axis), Eo is the weight of the equatorial column with length a (the equato-
rial semi-axis), Fo is the sum of the centrifugal forces of the particles (ele-
mentary layers) of the equatorial co umn, E* is the weight of the column
with latitude .e and with length c, equal to the radius-vector of the ellip-

P-E* : F*cosE,

E, I F* cos E: P,
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Fig. I

soidal surface of the body: is the sum
of the radial components of tary layers
of the column ,E,. The cross tbe centre
of the celestial body with th urface with
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latitude 0o<q<90", is.equal to unity. We must add that p, Eo, Fo, E,p and,
&co_!_q are considered as scalar quintities.

,. _Y. take.lhe law of Legendre-Roche [B] for the density alteration inrrs common torm:
s:s[l -1Vlry)'].-'for alteration of the average density of the compound

ellipsoids of the body;
of the surface density of the com_
elemen-tary layers (envelopes) of the

entre of the body.
omogeneous. Giving dif f erent values

, 

"" 
gl:'i'" 

L ftfl ',lff !:,1 i f.?::#_. :H:
. .{s express the-, c-o1djfi9n or .L',di',fflTi'r)T?1fl: 

t:.,1ff1iilffi.}
the following integral equation:

(3) J GQls)"xzya[t-a(\tc)"]atr-p(htc)zl an+ [ rincosseq[l _B@lc),ldh
0d'

b'

= [ O lals)"#yel-AW:f]ett -p(yW an,J!,
w
h
el
ci
la

(4 
1 3)n x2 y all - a(h l c)"1 : (4 l B) n xz y pll - "( 

y l b)"1,

in equation (3), is the mass of
plt - S@l c),ldh: plt - fU I b)"1dy
columns c and b, Tbe equalitie
follow from the equality ot ttre

ting celestiar bodies, is armost u ,pr,.ri".tu1tt"t;.:"+ntr:t tt"t[fi,iflttor'",t1-
accuracy of the final results
.. . The following proportion obviously erists with the homogeneous celes_tial bodv:

(4)

which expresses the equality of the ratios
tional accelerations at the surface ancl at any

7 l{ocvuqecrH HgcJreABrHHf,, KH. I

of .the centrifugal and gravita-
drctance to the centre of the
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body. Here the centrifugal force and the aitraction are changing linearly to
the centre, where they are equal to zero. Proportion (4) expresses the inner
condition of equilibrium of the homogeneous celestial body.

For a celestial body presented by our idealized rnodel with increasing
density to the centre, according to Legendre-Roche's law, however, propor-
tion (4) should take the form

(5) ry: G$13)"azba(r-allaz
;1.Y: G (4 | 3)nr'y al -o(, I 4W'

as ior the inner equilibrium of such a body the centtifugal force and the
attraction to the centre must also change with the distance to an equal
degree. Here a;r)aro.

Proportion (4) appears as a particular case of proportion (5). Actually,
at z:0 and y:a61a we have a)x:a)s.

At latitude e proportion (5) has the following form:

a'*c cos p G(4lyrnazb p(l-o.)lcz

ehr"tv- O (4 | 3)n x2 y p| - a(h I c)z1hz

where a;, is the angular velocity of the elementary ssll l layer on the surface
of the body, with latitude E.

From the eqqe!{tes (q2-bz)la2:(x'-yn)lx', c:ablrlaz sin2e* b2cos2 E,
h:xyltlx'sin'Eayz cos'q and proportion (6) we have ' vz:yz61zf b2, h2:c2y2f b2',

y : hb I c and alo:6; (c" -ah") I @" - ac').
Substituting the above values ol E2,h2,y and ar! in equation (3), followed

by simplilication and integration, we obtain

(7) gglWt!e!::)- * ,'z*cz cos2e : G@13)na2!p(r - aL 
,

(6)

where o(l-a) is the
Introducing the

(8)

from where

(9) te :2nc 
"otrlf 6ffi ,

where t* :2nf a* is the rotational period of the elementary zonal layer at
a distance c from the centre, at latitude tp.

2. The same result (9) is also obtained irom the equation

(10) V* +U*:Vp ,

which at Vo:g6nst describes an equipotential surface. Here I/" is the inner
gravitational potential, in our model, of a point on the surface with latitude
E, i. e. the work lor the transport of unit mass irom the centre to the sur-
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average density of the body.
mass of the celestial body, we obtain

GMlc-la2 c2 cosz e :GMlb,



Iace with latitude E which is different from 7o is the inner gra-

vitational potential

U, is the potential
ing acceleration of

of the pole which is also different from f ou '
J * "n' ano

of the centrilugal force at latitude E, at the correspond-
the rotation to the centre.

f o, ,.
| * dtl,

c

Equation (10) which also expresses the condition of equilibrium of the
celestial body, in our model, can be presented in the following integral form :

t'/ttAt2\*e2tt^tl ^rr,t^\zr 
c

(1li 
JG(+13)nxzvglt 

-a(hlc)zt an+ [ ,incoszq d.h

b

From Equation (11) we obtain, in a similar way, formula (9),
Equations (2) and (10) are equivalent. Newton's concept of ,,weight" of

the column, expressed as E* f Frcosg, corresponds to the inner potential
at the same latitude, namely: Vr*U,l

3. In our model, Newton's condition of equilibrium (2) can be expressed
as follows:

(2') E* f n* F* cos eln: Pln,

where n:-1, At n-+@ we can write

t()n\ OM(cln)p" , 4nzc cosz gQln)pt 
-OM(bln)p"\2) -_F--r--=-- w ,

or (2t") GMlcl4nzcz cosz qf tz : GlVIlb,
from where formula (9) is directly obtained.

Formula (9) describes the differential rotation of the celestial bodies
in our model.

4. Particular Cases of the Law (9)

At q:Qo formula (9) takes the form

(12) to:2na|#-
Formula (12) can also be written as:

(a- b)lb: Fl E,

where F:a\a and E:GMlaz, i.e. lhe second tlattening of the celestial
body is equal to the ratio of'the centrifugal and gravitational accelerations,
measured at the equator.



Similar results had been obtained bv.
Newton: (a-b)la 5Fl4E and
Huygens : (a-b)la Fl2E l7l.It is very important to note here that formula (12) can be obtained

directly from the proportion

GMlrz- OMf a2:kotla,

al k:7 and rg:ab, where r is the radius of the ideally elastic celestial
body at a.r:O. The relation ,:rlfu is a consequence from Hooke's law and
can be demonstrated experimentally, by axial rotation of an elastic and
isotropic sphere.

At (a-b)la:112 formula (12) takes the form

to:2nd'V e(1 4)

. Formula (1a) is the mathematical expression of Kepler's third law, for
ctrcular orbits. Actually, the equatorial particles oi sorne stars from the
early spectral classes B, A and F, whictL have very rapid axial rotation and
in which the centrifugal force at the equator is almosf equal to the attrac-
tion, are rotating as small planets, according to (14). The flattening (a-b)la
of these stars must be almost equal to 1i2.

5. Verification of the Results

At the following values of the nass and semi-axes of the Earth (considered
ideally elastic, as a whole): M-5.98X 1Ott g, a:6378 .245X106 cm, and
b:6356. 863X 105 cm (the ellipsoid of Krassovsky), formula (12) gives the
following value for the rotational period of the Earth (more exactly for the
period of the earth-crust) : t:87384 s:24.27 h, with a relative error of
about 1.4 per cent. At the same values of. M, a and & of the Earth, New-
ton's theorim gives t-27.18 h, and that of Huygens gives l:17.19 h.

Formula (i2) gives the rotational periods of the other planets as well,
at the correct values of their masses and semi-axes. It appears to be the
most exact, compared with the similar results of Newton, Huygens, Claitaut
[7] and that of Radau - Darwin [9] which is quite unfit for the planets of
the Jupiter type.

As the density of the Earth increases toward the centre, where the
temperature is higher and the viscosity lower, we should have, according to
(12) an acceleration of the rotation ol its inner layers. This is in agreement
with the conclusions of Munk and Macdonald [10] and of Lichkov [5].

At the following values for the mass, the equatorial radius and the
rotational period at the equator of the Sun, namely : M:1.99X 1033 g,
a:695500X106 cm, and to:25K86164 s, formula (12) gives the following
value for the polar radius of the Sun: &:695485X106 cm. At these values for
a and b we obtain (a-b)la:2.15x10-5. It is interesfing to note that our
theoretically determined value for the oblateness of the Sun is of the same
order as that oi Dicke; 5X10-6 [1], found experimentally.
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density in the centre of the Sun :a significant acceleration of the rota_
his is in agreement with the conclus_
nkov and other scientists that the inner

han the outer lavers.
entially rotating 

-layers 
of the celes-

ction between the layers, into ther-
enormous source of energy must be

ion of sorne astrophysicaf and plane_
tary prob.lems. For example, the total therrnal flux from juiit., is 2.b'times
that which th_e_ planet receives from the sun (from measuiements maoe by
Pioneer l0). Thig enignratic phenomenon can be explained by the oiti"re*tial rotation of Jupiter, according to (9) and (15).

At tbe above-values for thJmass'dnd seriri-dxes of the Sun, represented
by .our ideal model, formula (9) gives the following results for the rotational
periods, in days, of the zonal layers of the photo-sphere of the Sun:
Table 1

As can be seen fr Table, for a celestial body whose figure
is an ide.al .ellipsoid, w qual to zero, formula (g)-gives 

" 
,'p-olar

acceleration" of rotatio alyzing the line profiles of stars on the
upper main sequence, has ioncludecl 

-that 
these stars rotate

more rapidly at.the po equator. This is in agreement with our
theoretical results, as..the viscosity- of these stars, which-have a very high
temperature, is negligible and their figure is almost an ideal ellips"oio "ot
rotation.

on the other hand, as also noted by stoeckly, stars on the lower main
e Sun, _poss_ess an ,,equatorial acceleration,,. This pheno-
so at..the Sun, Jupiter and Saturn [], lB,4] could be
ion (influence) of the viscosity, a factor which shoull
ccount. The influence of the viscosity is, no doubt,

reflected in the change oJ _the periods of rotation of the zonil layers, in the
change ol 1lr. equipotential surface of the body and, .onsequenily, in the
change of the figure of celestial body.
. Taking into ac-count the integral influence of the viscosity, fonnula (g)

should be written in the following form, Ior the older celestiai bodies: '

(15) t,p:2ncxcos*V Ont-t,
where c* is the radius-vector of the deformed figure of the celestial body
and b : G rl4atll Q Mti+ 4nz ats), from f orm u la (t 2),

Equation (15) may be written as follows:

(16) 4nzb cosz tpcs*-AMfl c"-l GMtzb:0,
where the unknown quantity is cr.
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Taking the values of Kerrington [13] for the observed rotational periods
of the sun-spots and zonal layers on the photosphere of the Sun, in days,
and, at the corresponding latitudes, calculate the value ol c*by (16) and
the difference c-cx, in kilometres, where c:ablli azsin'v-lb\o-s'v is the
radius-vector of the ideal ellipsoidal surface of the photosphere, we obtain
the following results:

Table 2

v
tq

c-'cx

0'
25,0

0.0

10"

25.2

0.2

20"

25.6

0,6

300

26.3

1.13

40"
aa2

1:78

50'

28.6

1.4

60"

30.2

r,oz

70'

32.1

0;76

90'
@

0.0

As can be seen from Table 2, the iigure of the photosphere of the Sun
is outlined as a very slightly deformed ellipsoid ',vith maximum difference
ol c-c*:1.78 km at --l-40o from the ideal ellipsoidal surface.

As we see, the observed "equatorial acceleration" of the Sun, which is
also a ptzzle, comes as a direct consequence of the deformation of the
equipotential surface of the photosphere, caused by the viscosity.

The results of the calculations of c" by (16) and the difference c-cx,
in metres, for the Earth (ealth-crust), with the accepted values ol M, a, b
and t*:lo:86164 s, are given in Table 3.

Table 3

ta

27.4

80"

,o

1.7

90"

to

0.0

60"

to

20

50'

28

45

to

29

40'

to

28

Table 3 shows that the commnn figure of the Eatth is outlined as a
slightly deformed spberoid with maximum difference c-c*:29 metres at

- * 45" from the ellipsoidal surface. As is well known, the average devia-
tion of the so-called normal spheroici of Clairaut from the surface of the
two-axial ellipsoid of rotation, with the same semi-axes, is about 20 tn [4].

All the above calculations are done in the system of units CGS.
The stratification (formation of bigger zonal layers) of the celestial

body in the course of evolution, from ihe surface to the centre and irom
the equator to the pole is due, as we assume, to the viscosity and to the
tendency of the particles of the body to totate according to law (9). Such
zonal layers are clearly seen in the atmosphere of Jupiter and Saturn, rotat-
ing with different angular velocities. In the Earth's upper atmosphere we
also observe zonal layers and "jet streams", circulating from west to the
east with a greater angular velocity.

Thanks to the great viscosity, the particles of the Earth's crust are
rotating with equal (or almost equal) angular velocity. In the atmosphere of
the Earth and that of the other planets, however, where the viscosity is
much smaller, we have differential rotation. In the upper atmosphere of the
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Farth, where the speciiic factors in the low atmosphere (relief, unequal
heating_ of the Farth's surface on land and sea, at thi equaior and at the
poles) do not play any role, we obse
has been discovered by artificial sate
of 200-300 km rotates 1.3 times mo
A s{milar phenomenon is observed
kno'il that the velocity of the uninte
y_apgqr masses from west to the east is higher than the velocity of the
Earth's crust rotation. All these phenomena -canrrot

thermal factor only. Obviously, at the regular rotatio
in the upper atmosphere of the planets and the stars,
(15), the main role is played by gravitation, as at the
the planets, according to Kepler's laws.

Formula (15) can be writteu as follows:

(16) v':1fq4t'.--!) .'v- ll c,b- '

rvhere 7* is the linear velocity of the zonal layers and zonal winds.

7,1,u,,u. :V;-465 m/st cos p.

6. Conch-rsion

The result (9), obtaine{. by different methods of research, which very well
describes the differential rotation of the young celestial bodies, ian be
interpreted as ,a common law operating under ldeal conditions, in which
gravitation only is playing the main role. The particular iases (12)
and (14) of this law confirm its veracity and irnportance. Formula itziis most simple and most exact, compared with the siniilar classical and ion'-
tempota-ry results. The precision with which it gives the rotational periocl
of the Earth can be explained by the great elasticity of ilre Eaittr, as
a whole.

The result (15), where the influence of the viscosity is taken into ac-
count, could be successfully used, as we have shown, for deterrnination oi
the. comm.o-r.r figure of the older celestial bodies, ancl for the explanation of
their specific differential rotation.

a qualitative explana-
the upper atmosphere
flattening (a-b)la of

see, I believe, the significance of the
eophysics.
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